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INTRODUCTION 

 

At least since the creation of Russian state news outlet RT in 2006, Russia, under 

President Vladimir Putin, has aimed to be seen by the world as a great power which acts in the 

interest of populism and as an upholder of state sovereignty around the world. Though there are 

many venues to prove this, such as Russian intervention in Syria, this paper focuses on the 

Russian state’s dialogue on Ukraine through the lens of its foreign state news agency, RT 

(formerly known as RussiaToday). RT is an appropriate means of analyzing the way in which the 

Russian government views itself and how it would like to be perceived as such by the West. The 

agency was created as a self-described “public diplomacy” project to improve the image of 

Russia abroad by providing a “Russian perspective” and receives funding from the government 

of Russia.1 The Russian state’s dialogue on Ukraine is significant because the country acts as a 

canvas for Russia to paint its foreign policy. It is a state which Russia believes is in its sphere of 

influence. This is because Russian foreign policy follows a “Derzhavnost”2 (superpower) 

structure in which Russia sees itself as a truly legitimate state in relation to its neighbors, whom 

it considers to be illegitimate states. Therefore, successful Russian foreign policy in Ukraine is 

integral to Russia’s image as a great power.  

 

To this end, Ukraine is consistently depicted by RT as a lawless, corrupt, and 

unsovereign land, where neo-Nazis and ultra-right nationalists infiltrate the branches of 

                                                 
1 RT funding by the Russian government is reportedly 250 million by RT’s own estimates. Although it is difficult to 
know for certain, it is often assumed to be much higher. 
2 Derzhavnost and its implications, as will be discussed in further detail later, is the idea that there are only a handful 
of states with real power. This power lends to the legitimacy and the sovereignty of a state and gives it the authority 
to exert force on other, less powerful (and by that extension, less legitimate and less sovereign) states. In the specific 
example of Ukraine this perception would give Russia the authority to dictate, if not direct, Ukrainian foreign 
policy. 
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Ukrainian government leadership positions and irrationally act hostile towards Russian and past 

Soviet actions. RT insinuates a narrative that Ukrainians who celebrate their national identity are 

nationalistic and the state news frequently depicts Ukrainian heroes as Nazis. Yet, when 

Ukrainians follow in step with the Russian line, RT frequently refers to Ukrainians and Russians 

as one single people with a shared history. This indicates that Russia sees itself in a suzerain3 

relationship with Ukraine playing the role as the sub-state. When Ukraine behaves for Russia 

they are awarded with subsidies, however, when Ukrainians make a move away from Russia, be 

it by attempting to join the European Union Association, or fostering patriotic rhetoric, they are 

labeled traitorous and barbaric. Thus, if Ukrainians who oppose Russian integration are enemies 

does that mean the only good Ukrainians are the pro-Russian, Russian-speaking ethnic Russians 

typically found in eastern regions of Ukraine and in Crimea? This view of Ukraine as a lawless 

land which oppresses Russians helps to elevate the perception of Vladimir Putin as the defender 

the people. Whether “the people” refers to a more populist notion which could be applied more 

globally as Russia interacts within different states, or one relating to the notion of a “Russkiy 

Mir”4 is not clear and will be left as an open-ended idea in this paper. 

 

The contradictory idea of Ukrainians as brothers and yet as traitors is also seen in the 

dialogue of the capabilities of Ukrainian military, which is considered by RT to be laughable and 

minuscule. At the same time, Ukraine is portrayed as dangerous when conducting joint 

operations with China, and is even accused of selling out Soviet military secrets. In RT’s chaotic 

                                                 
3 Suzerain, as discussed in greater detail further in the text, defines the relationship between two states in which one, 
being the Suzerain, grants itself the authority over another state, in a sense, a vassal state, to dictate foreign affairs 
and intervene in internal affairs when necessary. This definition works well to compliment the notion of Russia as a 
self-perceived derzhavnost. 
4 Russkiy Mir, literally “Russian World”, is a concept which purports acting justifiably in the self-interest of a 
Russian nation. 
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version of reality, in which the United States and its NATO allies side with neo-Nazis in the 

oppression of the “people” of Ukraine, President Vladimir Putin’s image is that of a strong leader 

of sovereignty who acts as a savior of the rights of Russians globally by standing up to the West, 

thus making Russia a great power once again.  

 

With the previous information in context, this paper will consider multiple levels of 

analysis on the individual, state and systemic levels in order to determine if Russia’s actions in 

Ukraine were rational, irrational or even a little of both at times: if Russia has acted in self-

interest to ensure its survival, prosperity and strength. President Vladimir Putin is an individual 

who determines the actions of the state. Yet, when considering Russia’s history, especially 

through its transition5 in the 1900’s, Putin is also an actor shaped and defined by a life serving in 

the KGB, witnessing the collapse of the USSR and the failures of Shock Therapy supported by 

the West. Additionally, Russia has always believed itself to be a long-term actor. Therefore, the 

paper will explore how Russia’s actions in Ukraine may be perceived as rational in the short 

term, yet shortsighted in the long run, and how that shortsightedness presents irrationality 

through these levels of analysis. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Through the course of the research, there were several works which related largely to this 

paper. The book, Roots of Russia’s War in Ukraine, a work of collaboration by four authors, 

gives a wealth of general information on the origins of the conflict in Ukraine while also 

                                                 
5 Elizabeth, Wood, William Pomeranz, E Wayne Merry, Maxim Trudolyubov, “Roots of Russia’s War in Ukraine” 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2016). 
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exploring concepts which help to construct reasonable dynamics shaping the Russian-Ukrainian 

relationship.6 Major concepts include the idea of a suzerain Russia which grants Russia an 

unspoken authority over Ukraine’s international affairs – as if Ukraine were a vassal state of 

Russia without formally recognizing it. Another idea presented in the book, with which this 

paper agrees, is that the European Union and Russian spheres of economic interests overlapped 

in an incompatible way in Ukraine, forcing Russia’s hand in action over a fear of further loss 

elsewhere. In other words, should Russia not intervene in EU-Ukraine relations, the EU would 

take similar integrative steps in other states in Russia’s near abroad, resulting in further isolation 

of Russia. Finally, this text provided precise dates and a clear order of events that took place.  

 

Other works drawn upon for inspiration included two articles by Peter Pomerantsev.7 The 

first of which gives more specific analysis relating to RT and exemplifies how the agency is used 

as a weapon of the state to defend Russian state interests. Whereas Pomerantsev’s article 

discusses Russia’s use of “Western-style TV” as a means of displaying power, this paper 

discusses RT as a reflection of Russia’s state self-perception. Similarly, the second of 

Pomerantsev’s articles further divulges into Russia’s weaponization of media as a tool of the 

state. In the article, Pomerantsev observes how Russia’s government is able to court both the 

Left and Right in order to create a cynical viewership while also branding Putin as an 

untouchable actor. Thus, this paper is supported by Pomerantsev’s article to the extent that both 

agree Russia employs RT as a propaganda arm and tool of the state.  

 

                                                 
6 Ibid. 
7 Peter Pomerantsev, “Russia: A Postmodern Dictatorship?”, Institute of Modern Russia, (2013). 
 Peter Pomerantsev, “The Kremlin’s Information War,” Journal of Democracy 26, (2015). 
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Finally, Steven Rosefielde’s book, Russia in the 21st Century, provided another voice to 

the notion that Russia’s state sees itself as a superpower once more and introduces concepts such 

as “Muscovy” which this paper uses to help explain the Russian-Ukrainian relationship by 

relating the concept to that of a broader suzerain relationship.8 Rosefielde’s book, released in 

2005, argues that Russia seeks to re-emerge as a super power (by 2010) and that this goal would 

be completely obtainable but at the cost of global security. This paper differs in that it 

understands Russia as already perceiving itself to have realized superpower status. Research of 

RT articles has given weight to these works as the RT articles consistently adhere to the stances 

taken by the Kremlin and defend Russia’s actions, seemingly oppose the West via negative and 

absurd coverage, and create a cynical view of events in relation to Ukraine as will be discussed 

later in this paper. 

 

RT AS A RESEARCH TARGET 

 

Given that the news agency RT is not stored in most universally known archives such as 

LexisNexis, the use of the Google Search function was the preferred method of article extraction 

for this paper. Manipulation of Google Search allows for instructing the search engine to gather 

data from a specific website domain concerning key words. This is known as a Google Site 

Search. In this case, the command “site:www.rt.com Ukraine” was implemented. In conjunction 

with the “tools” option menu, articles from RT mentioning Ukraine were categorized by year 

from 2006 until the end of 2016. In total 417 relevant articles were reviewed for the purposes of 

this paper’s analysis on RT.  

                                                 
8 Steven Rosefielde, Russia in the 21st Century (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
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RT, self-described as an international news agency which “provides alternative 

perspectives on cultural affairs, and acquaints international audiences with a Russian viewpoint 

on major global events”, is a Russia government funded, external news agency targeting western 

audiences with a reported weekly viewership of 70 million people a week.9 Though it receives 

funding by the Russian government, RT prides itself on being an autonomous nonprofit 

organization. Regardless, it has been reported by former employees of the channel that despite its 

many fluent English speakers with western faces, it relies on a core of Russian editors.10 From 

this a claim is made that the direction of RT content is guided by the hand of the Kremlin itself. 

As evidenced, the news agency has consistently correlated with Russian state foreign policy.  

 

It is noted in Peter Pomerantsev’s article, that during RT’s live news coverage of the 

Russo-Georgian war of 2008, a banner ran across the televised report reading “genocide in 

Ossetia”.11 Though no such genocide was ever backed by evidence, it was the stance of the 

Russian Federation. Further evidence is provided sourcing an RT interview with Colonel 

Gaddafi in the lead up to the Libya conflict. The interview was conducted and broadcast during a 

time when Russia was still weighing on what position it would take in the conflict. Yet the same 

day on which it was broadcast the government of Russia decided not to support Gaddafi after all, 

and the interview clip was taken down immediately.12 Domestically, Russians by large prefer to 

receive their news from television. Yet the use of RT proves to be a better means of analysis as it 

is positioned towards a foreign market to which its owner, the Russian government, looks to 

                                                 
9 RT, “About RT”, RT, 2005-2017, accessed March 11, 2017, https://www.rt.com/about-us/. 
10 Peter Pomerantsev, “Russia: A Postmodern Dictatorship?”, Institute of Modern Russia, (2013) 11. 
11 Ibid. 11 
12 Ibid. 
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advertise and persuade. Therefore, having chosen RT as an appropriate means of analyzing 

Russian State intent, an analysis of its Ukrainian dialogue is presented.  

 

RUSSIA AS A DERZHAVA (DERZHAVNOST) 

 

From the fall of the Soviet Union up until the late 1900’s, Russia had been trying to 

redefine itself in the framework of a new, post-communist international model created by the 

West, one in which all nation states are equally sovereign and therefore all deals between two 

nation states must conclude with both parties giving and taking equally.13 Then ideally, each side 

produces a “win-win” compromise. However, Russia came into this new international norm after 

relative isolation under the Soviet Union and the Soviet constructs that had been in place 

identified only winners and losers in international affairs: if you weren’t the former then you 

must be the latter. It is important to note along these lines that the Soviet Union was not only a 

great power, but what the Russians would call a Derzhava. This definition implies that Russia 

saw itself as not only a great power, but as great power which was elevated above any dealing 

with lesser states. The idea of Derzhavnost is in direct contrast to modern western constructs of 

“win-win” dealings.14  

 

Derzhavnost, which has no direct translation into English, is the notion that there are only 

a handful of sovereign states in the world and these truly sovereign states justifiably dictate 

complete authority over other sub-legitimate states. After the breakup of the Soviet Union this 

                                                 
13 Elizabeth, Wood, William Pomeranz, E Wayne Merry, Maxim Trudolyubov, “Roots of Russia’s War in Ukraine” 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2016). 52. 
14 Elizabeth, Wood, William Pomeranz, E Wayne Merry, Maxim Trudolyubov, “Roots of Russia’s War in Ukraine” 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2016). 52. 
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model was removed under “shock therapy” reforms under former Russian president Boris 

Yeltsin. Western experts expected that that the post-Soviet Russia would smoothly democratize 

and that they would soon be the beneficiaries of all the welfare and prosperity that the West had 

been advertising for so long. President Yeltsin often surrounded himself with Western 

intellectuals, journalists, market economists and social scientists. However due to record low 

prices in oil and gas, and in conjunction with the failures of democratic “shock therapy” which 

bolstered corruption and the oligarchy, Russia was not changing into the prosperous, open, 

democratic society that westerners expected it to become and the post-Soviet crisis spiraled out 

of control as Russians remained cynical. As a result of these failures, anti-western sentiment 

began to take shape and Russian elites became frustrated with the inability to achieve success in 

the new foreign model. A return to the old model of derzhavnost was reconsidered by Russian 

leadership.15 

 

PUTIN’S POPULARITY AS A STABILITY FACTOR 

 

 In contrast to Yeltsin, Russian President Vladimir Putin has pushed for more state power 

above all else to be a priority issue. He empathizes with those who believe that the collapse of 

the Soviet Union was the biggest political tragedy of modern times and he felt that Russia was 

being taken advantage of under the modern international system. The majority of Russians took 

to Putin’s stance of a strong state and because Putin’s regime is largely elevated by a popular 

base of domestic support, it is worthwhile to study research on his approval ratings throughout 

his reign. He has historically gained his best domestic approval ratings when he acted on 

                                                 
15 Elizabeth, Wood, William Pomeranz, E Wayne Merry, Maxim Trudolyubov, “Roots of Russia’s War in Ukraine” 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2016). 77. 
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appearances of masculinity, strength, and reliance of power seemingly for the sake of having 

power. A survey conducted by the Levada Center, which tracks Putin’s domestic approval and 

disapproval on a scale of 0-100, shows a correlation between three events and Putin’s strongest 

moments in terms of his favorability ratings. The findings provide historic context in 

understanding Putin’s incentive to annex Crimea. In the book, Roots of Russia’s War in Ukraine, 

one of four authors, Maxim Trudolyubov, suggests that the three main events supporting Putin’s 

popularity historically are his statements about killing Chechen terrorists in 1999 in which year 

Putin’s approval rating was at 84, the arrest of high-profile oligarch, Mikhail Khodorkovsky in 

2003 when his approval was at a height of 86, and the Russo-Georgian War in 2008, when 

approval ratings reached up to 88. The subsequent graph drawn from the Levada-Center provides 

a clearer picture. 

 

Image 116 

                                                 
16 Levada-Center, “Indicators”, retrieved April 3 2017, http://www.levada.ru/en/ratings/. 
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Looking at the preceding Levada-Center chart, (viewable with more numerical detail on 

their website) there is a consistent decline in Putin’s popularity leading up to the end of 2013 as 

the country steadily became more stable after the war against Georgia. By 2011 and 2012 there 

were even public demonstrations carried out against Putin, and in the days leading up to the 

annexation of Crimea Putin saw his ratings plummet to their lowest at 61. Trudolyubov argues 

that this is because the Russian urban population became less focused on survival and could 

dedicate more time to consider their governance and, with a president who is built on an image 

of strength and power, remaining idle can be devastating to the state's stability. With the 

consideration that Putin’s support is built on his strong image, Trudolyubov proposes the idea 

that the ousting of Ukraine’s former president Yanukovych freed Putin to carry out the 

annexation of Crimea with one benefit being a boosted domestic support rating in Russia. 

Clearly there is a spike in Putin’s approval at the time of Crimea’s annexation to indicate this 

with the number of approval reaching up to 88 by the year’s end. Before further considering the 

annexation of Crimea it is of use to first consider what significance, and to what extent of this 

significance, Ukraine represents to Russia’s image of itself as a great power. 

 

RUSSIA’S SUZERAIN RELATIONSHIP TO UKRAINE 

 

On a resource level, Ukraine represents Russia’s southwestern border and European 

frontier. Situated to its southernmost point is the peninsula of Crimea. A relatively oil rich area 

of the Black Sea surrounds its three sides and its southern most port city, Sevastopol, acts as a 

Russian naval base, historically due to Ukrainian-Russian treaties and currently due to the 
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region’s annexation by Russia. If it is the case that Russia sees itself as a Derzhava, this means 

that its neighbors are considered to be inferior and unsovereign. Thus, by Russia’s self-

perception it maintains a suzerain relationship with them17. One other way to define this 

relationship would be to look to Steven Rosefielde’s book, Russia in the 21st Century, in which 

he argues that the Russia of today never lost its Muscovite traditions of rent granting: that one 

autocrat gives and takes away power to those who serve loyally under the autocrat. Of a Russia 

which he describes as a liberal autocracy, Rosefielde writes about rent granting as such: “The 

‘commanding heights’ of the economy, as the Bolsheviks used to say, are managed and 

controlled by insiders, oligarchs, and rent seekers beholden to the president, who at his discretion 

as a rent granter can confiscate the assets they ‘administer’ or can otherwise revise their user 

privileges”.18 Though in his book Rosefielde writes of Russia’s internal affairs, this paper would 

argue that a Russian-Ukrainian suzerain relationship is completely in line with a Russian 

Muscovite model of grant giving on a national level as Russia provides Ukraine with subsidies 

and rewards in return for taking control of certain aspects of the state such as its foreign affairs. 

Therefore, Russia maintains a justified position in having a Black Sea naval base, pipelines 

running through the length of Ukraine, and a dominant hand in its European affairs.  

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF UKRAINE IN THE EAEU 

 

This distinct relationship is important for understanding how Ukraine became a 

battlefield between the European Union and Russia economically. As stated previously, the EU 

                                                 
17 Elizabeth, Wood, William Pomeranz, E Wayne Merry, Maxim Trudolyubov, “Roots of Russia’s War in Ukraine” 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2016). 31. 
18 Steven Rosefielde, Russia in the 21st Century (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005). 9. 
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has the notion that every nation is sovereign. The decision to ask Ukraine to sign onto a 

European Union Economic Association Agreement (EUAA) seemed no different than any other 

agreement made with a different state.19 This shows the clear lack of understanding between the 

two economic actors.  

 

As Russia began to perceive a threat from the West via the EUAA, it sought to step up to 

the challenge and created its own Eurasian Economic Union (also known as the Customs Union 

or by the acronym EAEU). The intent, according to the Union’s website is “to comprehensively 

upgrade, raise the competitiveness of and cooperation between the national economies, and to 

promote stable development in order to raise the living standards of the nations of the Member-

States”.20 It attempts to fulfil this promise by providing restriction-free, open borders for goods, 

services, labor and capital. Its current members are Belarus on the western European front, 

Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan to the east, Armenia to the south, and Russia. In essence, Vladimir 

Putin seeks to create his own economic machine to rival the EU. However, it is currently 

inefficient given the lack of cooperation on political issues and the fact that its members are 

already part of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) which formed after the breakup 

of the USSR and already permit the facilitation of free trade. For example, when Russia imposed 

a block-wide ban on Ukrainian chocolate due to what RT officially stated was a toxic 

hydrocarbon benzopyrene found in Roshen milk chocolate products, only Belarus joined in what 

was called by RT as the “chocolate war”.21  

 

                                                 
19 Ibid. 36. 
20 Eurasian Economic Union, About, accessed April 3, 2017, http://www.eaeunion.org/?lang=en#about. 
21 RT, “Belarus and Russia in a ‘chocolate war’ against Ukraine”, RT, August 5, 2013, accessed December 14, 2016. 
https://www.rt.com/business/russia-ukraine-roshen-ban-053/. 
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Given the collection of member states surrounding Russia’s borders, there is an empty 

space exposing Russia on its southeastern border: Ukraine. Ukraine had previously enjoyed the 

benefits of being a bridge between the West and Russia but now it was being forced to choose. 

The systems set in place by the EU and the EAEU were incompatible with one another. By 2013, 

Ukraine was overloaded with debt, much of which was to Russia due to outstanding gas 

payments.22 When the European Union offered a 3 billion dollar bailout, they were easily 

outmatched by Russia’s offer of 15 billion plus an additional 33% subsidy in gas, bringing the 

price from $400 per cubic meter to only $268.23 According to an RT article covering the deal, 

Ukraine imports more than half of its gas from Russia to heat homes, businesses and buildings. 

Additionally, over 25% of all gas to Europe from Russia comes by way of Ukraine.24 Though the 

RT article quotes Putin as saying “we did not talk about Ukraine joining the Customs Union at 

all”, it later notes that the then president of Ukraine Yanukovych backed out of EU talks by 

refusing to sign the Association Agreement and additionally opted to ratify a free trade 

agreement with CIS members. With the ratification came the understanding by Ukraine that it 

would lose all bestowed privileges if it decided to try to sign an EU Association Agreement 

again in the future.25  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
22 Trading economics: Ukraine total Gross External Debt, http://www.tradingeconomics.com/ukraine/external-debt, 
accessed April 18, 2017. 
23 RT, “Ukraine scores $15 bln from Russia, 33% gas discount”, RT, December 17, 2013, accessed December 12, 
2016, https://www.rt.com/business/ukraine-15-billion-gas-381/. 
24 Ibid. RT, https://www.rt.com/business/ukraine-15-billion-gas-381/. 
25 RT, “Putin: No more duty-free imports if Ukraine signs EU deal”, RT, June 19, 2014, accessed December 15, 
2016, https://www.rt.com/business/167072-putin-ukraine-eu-association/. 
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THE MAIDAN REVOLUTION 

 

The move by Yanukovych proved to be a costly one. By making a pivotal shift towards 

Russia, he sparked anger amongst the pro-European Union, urban and western regions of 

Ukraine. This anger soon led to national protest, and by February 22nd, 2014, the situation had 

gotten so out of hand that Yanukovych attempted to please protesters by agreeing with the 

opposition to create a new coalition government and hold early elections.26 The next day he fled 

to Russia and sent a letter to Putin asking for military presence.27  

 

From then on, RT coverage of Ukraine focused heavily on the protesters and especially 

on the more fringe, far-right groups like the Right Sector. During the active protests, western 

diplomats from Canada, Europe and the United States arrived to inspect the situation. A related 

RT article reported that the diplomats met with the speaker of the Right Sector and were 

reassured that the right-wing radicals posed no danger.28 Immediately following this, the article 

shifts to coverage of the Right Sector who are “ready to act illegally” and carry out a massacre. 

The article noted Russian state suspicion that Western governments were behind the protests and 

recorded the visits of politicians Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland and John McCain, 

who arrived to voice support for the protesters. RT claims that western politicians never 

condemn radical protesters. It is apparent that the appearance of western officials provoked 

                                                 
26 Ibid.  
27 RT, “Yanukovich sent letter to Putin asking for Russian military presence in Ukraine”, RT, March 3, 2014, 
accessed December 14, 2016. https://www.rt.com/news/churkin-unsc-russia-ukraine-683/. 
28 RT, “US, European diplomats meet with radicals in Kiev, see ‘no threat’ from them,” RT, January 27, 2014. 
Accessed December 14, 2016. https://www.rt.com/news/ambassadors-us-kiev-protesters-252/. 
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Russia’s leaders because in a quote from Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov RT wrote that 

“Moscow has called for a settlement of the crisis without foreign interference”.29  

 

RT PROMOTION OF THE FRINGE 

 

Shortly after the Maidan Revolution overthrew Yanukovych’s government, the new 

interim government came under fire by RT and Russian politicians who perceived it as a coup 

d’état and an illegitimate government installed by the west.30 Lavrov told EU ministers, “It is 

time to stop misleading the international community and pretend that today’s Maidan represents 

the interests of the Ukrainian people”.31 RT suddenly took a more defensive turn for Russia and 

consistently defined the new government establishing itself in Kiev as “the self-proclaimed 

government” with its own “self-imposed” president.32 The now overt perception of Ukraine as an 

illegitimate state given in coverage by RT, portrays the government of Ukraine in a typically 

negative light, depicting the leadership as corrupt and fascist. This language is shown through a 

barrage of outrageous examples with shocking titles. One headline from a 2014 RT article reads 

“Kiev Nazi authorities are the only obstacle to peace in Ukraine – ex – presidential candidate”.33  

 

It is quite common for RT to promote more fringe speakers to deliver their ideas for 

them. In this case RT does not outright call the Ukrainian government Nazi authorities, rather RT 

gives the spotlight to an anti-government figure who would say it for them. The previously 

                                                 
29 Ibid. Wood, Elizabeth. Pomeranz, William. Merry E. Maxim Trudolyubov. xii. 
30 Ibid. RT, https://www.rt.com/news/churkin-unsc-russia-ukraine-683/. 
31 RT, “’I’m not leaving’: Yanukovich accuses opposition of coup d’etat, calls on EU to fulfill obligations, February 
22, 2014, accessed December 14, 2016, https://www.rt.com/news/ukraine-opposition-yanukovich-coup-273/. 
32 Ibid. RT, https://www.rt.com/news/churkin-unsc-russia-ukraine-683/. 
33 RT, “Kiev Nazi authorities are only obstacle to peace in Ukraine – ex-presidential candidate,” RT, May 18, 2014, 
accessed March 6, 2017, https://www.rt.com/news/159800-tsarev-ukraine-crisis-election/. 
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mentioned article interviewed Oleg Tsarev, a former Ukrainian oppositional candidate for the 

country’s presidential elections of 2014. Tsarev believed that his Ukrainian region’s governor, 

Igor Kolomoisky was responsible for contributing greatly to violence taking place in the 

southeast of the country. Sourcing no evidence, RT quoted Tsarev as saying, “The National 

Guard fighters, who were dressed in civilian clothes, participated in the events in Odessa” and 

then continued to expand on his quote by stating that over 48 anti-government protestors died 

after “radicals” set a Trade Unions House on fire. Ukraine, thus, is depicted as a lawless 

warzone. This depiction is a carefully constructed one in that it provides context for Russia to 

intervene and for Putin to be the savior. However, for whom he is there to save is not 

immediately clear, as Russia’s chief concerns, judging by RT, are the rights of Russian speaking, 

and ethnic Russian groups in Ukraine.  

 

THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE IN UKRAINE 

 

On February 23rd, 2014, the Ukrainian parliament voted to strip the Russian language of 

official status, which had previously been the nation’s second official language.34 After much 

outrage, the language was restored. At a regional level, Russian has always been able to maintain 

the status of a minority language in areas where 10% or more of the population speaks it. In total, 

the Russian language holds minority status in 13 out of 27 districts including Odessa, Sevastopol 

and Crimea.35 According to RT, an estimated 40 percent of Ukrainians speak Russian.36 

                                                 
34 Ibid. Wood, Elizabeth. Pomeranz, William. Merry E. Maxim Trudolyubov. xiii. 
35 RT, “Tongue untied: Russian language gets official status in Ukraine”, RT, August 10, 2012, accessed December 
14, 2016. https://www.rt.com/politics/russian-language-law-ukraine-343/. 
36 RT, “Canceled language law in Ukraine sparks concern among Russian and EU diplomats, RT, February 28, 
2014, accessed April 18, 2017. https://www.rt.com/news/minority-language-law-ukraine-035/. 
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Although RT’s coverage would suggest Putin only directs Russian foreign policy to aid other 

Russian speakers in Ukraine, on the surface it is said that Putin is defending “the people” of 

Ukraine. 

 

CONSIDERATION OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONALITY 

 

Examining Russia’s self-perception and consideration of how Russia views its Ukrainian 

neighbors in terms of their nationality and ethnicity proves noteworthy as it allows for one to see 

how Russia views its role in the local region and who it perceives are its allies and adversaries. 

When speaking of Ukrainian nationality, there are two parallel messages brought forth by RT. 

On the one hand, there is a depiction of Ukrainians as immoral, fascist and barbaric fools. On the 

other hand there is the depiction of Ukrainians as a people of the same origin as Russians: as 

brothers united by the same story. This contradictive narrative deprives Ukraine of a national 

identity to rally behind while also placing the Ukrainians as a sub-Russian power, and one which 

has no business conducting with other nations independently of Russia. In the previously 

mentioned RT article, reportedly over 90 percent of Ukrainians in Donetsk and Lugansk voted in 

favor of independence of Kiev, and so in the upcoming elections, “with no candidate boasting 

support in both east and west Ukraine, any president elected on May 25 will be ‘a half-

president’”.37  

 

 

 

                                                 
37 Ibid. 
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“LITTLE RUSSIANS” – CONTRADICTIONS 

 

In further analyzing the factor of the Ukrainian identity insofar as what it means to 

Russia’s self-perception as a great power, this paper conducts a study of Ukrainians as “little 

Russians”. The term “Little Russian” implies contradicting image. It is a Ukrainian who is seen 

by Russians to be a sneaky traitor, who cannot be trusted and who would betray, lie and steal. 

Yet at the same time a Little Russian is of the same family as the Russian. It is the notion that 

Ukrainians are simply Russians who have gone astray. In sum, little Russians are both Banderist 

traitors to Russia, and Gogolian figures of fun. To better understand this concept, it will be 

important to provide historical context to Stepan Bandera and Nikolai Gogol. 

 

STEPAN BANDERA AS A FIGURE OF BETRAYAL 

 

Stepan Bandera, born in 1909, remains a very controversial figure for Ukrainian national 

identity. For many Eastern Ukrainians, he was a hero for encouraging Ukrainians to help 

overthrow their Soviet Russian oppressors and the Bolsheviks.38 However, Russia stresses the 

fact that in order to do so meant conspiring with Nazi Germany. An RT article explains that 

Bandera fought mainly against the Polish and Red Army in the more western regions of Ukraine 

alongside the Nazis.39 However, he was abandoned by the Nazis when he declared Ukraine an 

independent state.40 He fought as a member of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) and his 

                                                 
38 RT, “Bandera: Ukraine’s national hero or traitor?”, RT, April 5, 2010, accessed December 13, 2016. 
https://www.rt.com/politics/bandera-ukraine-court-crimea/. 
39 Ibid. 
40 RT, “His final bow: Yushchenko names infamous WWII nationalist a hero”, RT, February 26, 2010, accessed 
December 13, 2016, https://www.rt.com/news/yushchenko-names-nationalist-hero/. 
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group were also known as “Bandera Men”.41 The Bandera men, according to RT’s report, killed 

around 100,000 Poles, Czechs, Jews and even Ukrainians who refused to cooperate. For his 

efforts to liberate Ukraine, however, he was controversially and posthumously awarded the title 

“Hero of Ukraine” in 2010 by a former Ukrainian president Yushchenko.42  

 

As Russia reeled from this perceived betrayal by their “little brothers” in Ukraine, RT 

quickly sourced a Russian opinion that Stepan Bandera is not eligible to be Hero of Ukraine and 

interviewed a lawyer by the name of Vladimir Olentsevich who said “the leader of the nationalist 

movement cannot be the country’s hero since he was never actually its citizen”.43 In the same 

article it notes that Stepan Bandera was born in the former Austro-Hungarian Empire. As 

controversial as Bandera was, it is beyond the scope of this paper to judge him as an idol for 

Ukraine. However, he does represent a strong desire for Ukrainians to discover their own 

national identity. For a country as relatively young as it is this can be difficult. Nonetheless, the 

name Banderists has since been a prevailing title for both Ukrainian patriots and nationalists, and 

is commonly employed as a term by Russian media to shame Ukrainian nationalism. 

 

Ivan Dzyuba, a Ukrainian communist supporter of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 

Republic, wrote of the conditions which Ukrainians were subject to while speaking Ukrainian in 

Kiev during the years of the Soviet Union. Dzyuba writes how, even on a mundane day in Kiev, 

speaking Ukrainian would lead to scrutiny by ethnic Russian groups. “How many times has 

anyone in Kiev who has dared to speak Ukrainian in the street, on the tram, or elsewhere, not 

                                                 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. RT, https://www.rt.com/politics/bandera-ukraine-court-crimea/. 
43 Ibid. RT, https://www.rt.com/politics/bandera-ukraine-court-crimea/. 
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sensed a glance of mockery, contempt or hatred, or heard muffled or loud abuse directed at 

him”.44 Dzyuba draws a more specific example from an event in 1963 when the Young Writers’ 

and Artists’ Club were belittled in the streets of Kiev while paying tribute to the memory of 

Ukrainian poet, Ivan Franko. “’look! Banderists!’”, recalls Dzyuba, “’what a lot of them!’”.45 

This Banderist and threatening view of Ukrainians is at a stark contrast with the image 

portraying Ukrainians as a foolish, entertainment represented by Gogol. 

 

GOGOL AS BOTH A RUSSIAN AND A UKRAINIAN FIGURE OF FUN 

 

The 19th century writer Gogol was known for his satire on Russia.46 He also wrote 

intimately on Ukrainian traditions. Born in a Cossack village within the Russian Empire, in what 

would be modern day Ukraine, he passed much of his childhood in Ukraine. However, he wrote 

in Russian, moved to St. Petersburg and had his body buried in Moscow. Therefore, the attempt 

by Ukraine to nationalize such a hero was met with backlash from Russians. An article in the 

Guardian written in April of 2017 by Tom Parfitt engages in dialogue from both sides. In 

Moscow, a proclaimed “Russian authority on Gogol”, Igor Zolotussky, tells the news agency “A 

part of the political elite in Kiev wants to claim Gogol as their own so they can enter civilized 

Europe with at least one great Ukrainian writer…But there can be no such discussion because 

there is no such thing as a separate Ukrainian national identity. Gogol wrote and thought in 

Russian. He was a great Russian writer, full stop”.47 This quote is interesting for several reasons: 

                                                 
44 Ivan Dzyuba, Internationalism or Russification? (London: The Camelot Press Ltd., London and Southampton, 
1968). 100. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Tom Parfitt, “Russia and Ukraine renew rivalry over Nikolai Gogol”, The Guardian, March 20, 2009, accessed 
April 4, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/mar/31/nikolai-gogol-russia-ukraine. 
47 Ibid. 
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it follows the Russian state idea that Ukrainians are subjugated to a small group of corrupt 

political elite who are irrationally hostile to Russia in their attempts to act western, it takes away 

another national icon from Ukraine, and it even takes the entire nationality of Ukrainians away 

from discussion through almost playful means. 

 

“LITTLE RUSSIANS” AS PORTRAYED IN RT 

 

Articles depicting the Ukrainians as traitors to the Russian state and as a threat to 

Russia’s national security are numerous and go back to the earlier days of RT. During the Russo-

Georgian war of 2008 the Ukrainians were accused of supplying tanks and other military arms to 

Russia’s enemies. One RT article which takes an excerpt from RIA Novosti (another Russian 

State owned news organization) describes the situation through a dialogue with Valery 

Konovalyuk, a Ukrainian politician from Donetsk, which reads that “modern air defense systems 

are being withdrawn from deployment and sold for peanuts to the Georgian Army”.48 

Additionally there was an investigation reported in which  former Ukrainian President 

Yushchenko and several other officials sold arms to Georgia at the expense of Ukraine’s 

military. Then again, in December of 2009, RT reported on “speculation” that Kiev worked to 

mediate and facilitate illegal weapons sales between confidential buyers and the North Korean 

Government in Pyongyang49. While Ukraine denied any involvement in the endeavor, it is 

noteworthy that Belarus and Kazakhstan were also listed as potential facilitators by the Guardian 

                                                 
48 RT, “Ukraine’s ‘damaging’ arms trade with Georgia back in spotlight”, RT, October 8, 2009, accessed December 
13, 2016, https://www.rt.com/news/ukraine-arms-trade-georgia/. 
49 RT, “Ukraine gets into North Korea illegal arms export mess”, RT, December 15, 2009, accessed December 12, 
2016, https://www.rt.com/politics/ukraine-arms-trade-korea/. 
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given the fact that there were five crew members of which four were citizens of Kazakhstan and 

one a Belarusian citizen: yet this received no mention from RT whatsoever.50 The selectivity 

shows a focus that is less about the illegal arms trade and more about the corruption of Ukraine. 

The same RT article exemplifies this by continuing to highlight other irrelevant allegations of 

Ukrainian corruption such as a seizure of a Ukrainian ship called Faina by Somalian pirates. 

Reportedly about three dozen Soviet-era tanks were discovered on the ship en route to the Darfur 

region of Sudan despite a UN weapons embargo on the area. This would not be the only time RT 

accused Ukraine of Soviet-era betrayal either. 

 

RT and other Russian media dispensed their opinions about Ukraine’s military 

partnership with China in 2011 when the nation was looking to boost its military cooperation by 

constructing aircraft, tanks and increasing air defense.51 The Ukrainian-Chinese defense talks 

came shortly after a meeting in Sochi between Russia and Ukraine which yielded few results as 

Russia was still pressuring Ukraine over gas disputes. RT expressed concern that any military 

cooperation with China “would mean selling secret Soviet military technologies to the Chinese 

Dragon”.52 Russia’s view of traitorous, sneaky Ukrainian, yet as figures of fun is inconsistent 

with the reality that Russia could overcome Ukraine on a number of different fronts. With such 

superiority, and with the understanding of the geopolitical and economic importance of Ukraine 

to Russia already stated in this paper, why is a shared Russian identity important to the Russian 

myth? 

                                                 
50 Luke Harding, “Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan disavow arms flight from North Korea”, The Guardian, 
December 14, 2009, accessed March 10, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/dec/14/thailand-impounds-
plane-arms-korea. 
51 RT, “China hunts for both Soviet and US military technology”, RT August 15, 2011, accessed December 13, 
2016, https://www.rt.com/politics/soviet-china-military-technology/. 
52 Ibid. 
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THE ANNEXATION OF CRIMEA 

 

The annexation of Crimea itself is an interesting study to answer this question for several 

reasons. First of all, a major contradiction is created Firstly, RT depicts the Kiev national 

government as illegitimate it declares that the Referendum of Crimea is of at least equal 

legitimacy and therefore credible, adding that it is the decision of “the people” of Ukraine and 

thus should be recognized. To illustrate this further with specific examples, in March of 2014, 

President Putin “underlined in particular that the steps taken by Crimea’s legitimate authorities 

are based on international law and aimed at guaranteeing the legitimate interests of the 

peninsula’s population”, according to an RT article citing a statement by the Kremlin press 

service.53 This remark serves to show Putin’s support of the Crimean referendum to join Russia 

and gives unquestionable legitimacy to the peninsula’s government. Secondly, the article defines 

the new Ukrainian government which emerged from the Maidan Revolution as a “coup-imposed 

government” and depicts the Kiev authorities as ultra-right nationalists and radicals. The truth is 

muddled by RT so that either both truths are equally right or equally wrong. “While Putin 

reminded that the power in Kiev was seized in an unconstitutional armed coup, Merkel stressed 

that, according to Europe’s view, the Crimean referendum violates the Ukrainian constitution 

and international law”.54  

 

 

                                                 
53 RT, “Putin defends Crimean referendum legitimacy to EU leaders as Ukraine’s southeast rallies”, RT, March 9, 
2014, accessed December 14, 2016, https://www.rt.com/news/ukraine-referendums-putin-merkel-802/. 
54 Ibid. 
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RT BLURRING THE TRUTH 

 

Therefore, RT might be willing to concede that the Crimean referendum may be in 

violation of a Ukrainian constitution, but if that Ukrainian government is illegitimate as well, 

then both annexed Crimea and Kiev carry an equal weight of political authority as far as Russia 

is concerned. Following this logic, the article makes a shift to report on thousands of anti-Maidan 

protesters in Lugansk seizing a government building and installing a Russian flag.55 The 

protestors are written as freedom fighters who are demanding the region’s head, Mikhail 

Bolotskikh, leave office. “Bolotskikh was appointed by the self-proclaimed Kiev authorities”, 

RT reports, using slanted terminology for the newly installed government of Ukraine.56 After the 

United States declared that it would not recognize the Crimean referendum, and the UN Security 

Council voted on a resolution against the referendum (which Russia vetoed), an article was 

published reflecting statements from Vladimir Putin that the referendum was within the legality 

international law and claimed that the overwhelming majority of Crimeans preferred to join the 

Russian Federation.57  

 

Often, RT defends Russia’s actions by claiming that the United States has also done 

morally bad deeds. This not only puts Russia on a moral equilibrium with the world’s most 

powerful nation, but also puts Russia on the world stage. An accompanying video from that same 

article is more pointed with a broadcasting reporter declaring, “Importantly the United States is 

                                                 
55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid. 
57 RT, “Putin: Crimeans expressed their will in full accordance with intl law, UN Charter”, RT, March 17, 2014, 
accessed December 15, 2016, https://www.rt.com/news/crimea-referendum-reaction-putin-222/. 
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basically saying that the international community cannot standby watching another country get 

into a territory of another country. A good example of a very short lived memory, apparently, of 

Washington D.C.”58. RT’s muddling of the truth follows trends in Russia’s other misinformation 

campaigns as other scholars have similarly studied. Peter Pomerantsev writes in his article about 

the negative effects of Russia’s disinformation war gamble, noting that Vladimir Putin’s ratings 

in the West have plummeted in recent year yet notes “but if their aim is less to convince and 

persuade and more to muddle the information space and sow doubt and confusion, then perhaps 

these efforts are succeeding in terms of Russia’s vision of ‘information-psychological’ 

warfare”.59 In this same sense, the fight for “the people” of Ukraine becomes an unclear thought.  

 

HOW RUSSIA DEFINES “THE PEOPLE” 

 

In analysis of RT, “the people”, it would often seem are pro-Russians, and ethnic 

Russians. This is clear given that between the fighting between Ukrainians and Russians, the 

anti-Russian Tartar populations see no representation whatsoever, and still today are watching as 

their cultural establishments are shut down and their programming deleted. NPR reported in 

2016 that an ethnic Tartar restaurant was forced to relocate to Kiev after police, both armed and 

masked, searched the restaurant three times before shutting it down permanently.60 Additionally, 

RadioFreeEurope reported in April of the same year that a Pro-Russian Crimean Tartar language 

news station now broadcasts by satellite after Russian authorities shut down virtually all former 

                                                 
58 Ibid. 
59 Peter Pomerantsev, “The Kremlin’s Information War,” Journal of Democracy 26, (2015): 46. 
60 Morgan Childs, “Forced Out Of Crimea, Tartar Restaurant Finds Solidarity Among Kiev Diners,” NPR, 
November 11, 2016, accessed March 5, 2017, http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2016/11/11/501579870/forced-
out-of-crimea-tatar-restaurant-finds-solidarity-among-kiev-diners. 
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Tartar language independent stations in an effort to combat “anti-Russian propaganda”.61 The 

selectivity of the Russian state thus shows a foreign policy which is more tactical than 

ideological. For example, the Referendum of Crimea is cited as a decision “prompted by the 

political crisis in Ukraine, resulting in what has been described as a coup d’état against a 

lawfully elected president, and the fact that the first bills approved by the new Kiev authorities 

were infringing the rights of ethnic Russians”.62 In signing the treaty to annex Crimea into the 

Russian Federation, Vladimir Putin noted the graves of Russian soldiers on the peninsula, and 

while criticizing the government in Kiev, gave a speech to the people of Crimea, “the current 

authorities who replaced Yanukovich, after an armed coup are to a large degree controlled by 

radical nationalists…Those same radicals have voiced threats against Ukrainians who resist their 

rule, particularly those living in Crimea…Turning a blind eye to those threats and the moves of 

the current authorities, which violated the rights of ethnic Russians in Ukraine, would be betrayal 

on the part of Russia”.63 With this in mind, it is not surprising that after Vladimir Putin ordered a 

public survey carried out in Crimea to determine if residents would like to renew their electric 

supply contract with Ukraine, Crimeans opted to “suffer a certain shortage of electricity for the 

following three to four months”.64 The survey results were posted on RT the very next day on 

January 1st, 2016 showing that over 93% of respondents voted not to renew the Ukrainian 

contract.65  

                                                 
61 RadioFreeEurope, “Pro- Russian Crimean Tartar TV Channel Starts Satellite Broadcasting”, RadioFreeEurope, 
April 01, 2016, accessed March 5, 2017, http://www.rferl.org/a/crimea-pro-russian-tatar-tv-station/27648579.html. 
62 RT, “Crimean parliament approves new constitution making republic inseparable part of Russia”, RT, April 11, 
2014, accessed December 15, 2016, https://www.rt.com/politics/crimea-constitution-parliament-inseparable-872/. 
63 RT, “Treaty to accept Crimea, Sevastopol to Russian Federation signed”, RT, March 18, 2014, accessed April 4, 
2017. 
64 RT, “Crimeans to vote on electricity contract with Ukraine after pylon blow up”, RT, December 31, 2015, 
accessed December 12, 2016, https://www.rt.com/politics/327569-crimea-electric-supply-phone-survey/. 
65 RT, “Crimeans vote to give up electrical contract with Ukraine even if it means more power cut-offs”, RT, 
January 1, 2016, accessed April 4, 2017. https://www.rt.com/politics/327673-crimea-vote-contract-ukraine/. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In a Russian world view where there are only a handful of truly sovereign states which 

act justifiably upon other sub-sovereign states, it is sufficient to conclude that Russia wishes to 

be seen once again as a great power by the West and is evidenced by its RT news agency 

program vis-à-vis its coverage of Ukraine. The fall of the Soviet Union is considered by a 

plurality of officials, including Putin, to be one of the most tragic events of modern political 

history. After various failed attempts at western democratization were conducted in the 1990’s 

under Yeltsin, the governing philosophy of derzhavnost has been restored by the new Russian 

Federation under Putin. The longing for the West’s respect of its Great Power Status is evident in 

RT’s coverage of Ukraine, a nation which Russia subjugated by means of a suzerain relationship. 

In such a relationship Ukraine is largely important to Russia’s self-image. 

 

On a national level, Ukraine represents a Russian myth of a fraternal history and its 

Crimean Peninsula has long been accepted by Russians to be a place of heroism and as a 

precious gift. On the economic level, Ukraine represents Russian trade superiority. Given the 

European Union’s threat to Russia’s economic ambitions, Russia sought to emulate the European 

Union with its own Eurasian Economic Union in which Ukraine would have acted as the largest 

European member and most diverse economy. To coax Ukraine into joining the EAEU, and 

away from the West, Russia used economic threats while simultaneously offering debt relief aid 

in the amount of 15 billion dollars. Ukrainian participation seemed certain until, after the Maidan 

Revolution and the ousting of former Ukrainian president Yanukovych, it suddenly became clear 
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that Ukraine would move further from Russian re-integration in violation of Russia’s perceived 

superior position in the relationship.  

 

This paper concludes that Russia acted irrationally by international standards in annexing 

Crimea. However, in accordance with Russia’s self-awareness in its own worldview, Russia 

acted rationally given that it considers itself justified in the affairs of what it perceives to be sub-

sovereign states. By supporting the installment of “separatist” forces in eastern Ukraine and 

annexing Crimea, Putin has made certain that Ukraine will not be able to join the European 

Union due to its lack of sovereign integrity He has secured the Black Sea ports of Crimea for 

Russia, simultaneously forcing the EU to scale its more ambitious projects in other east 

European states.  

 

Therefore, this paper further concludes that Russia, via policy enacted by President Putin, 

has acted as a rational actor in Ukraine in the short-term because, while acting in accordance 

with its self-perceived suzerain status, it defended its own interests by ensuring that the EU 

would not be able to fully integrate Ukraine, it increased domestic approval ratings of Russia’s 

government, and fulfilled a Russian myth by annexing Crimea. However, in acting on this zero-

sum strategy where neither the EU nor Russia “win” in Ukraine, Russia has exhausted its 

suzerain relationship, making certain that Ukraine will no longer return to Russia under such 

conditions and ensuring that Russia has lost its hold on a key neighbor.  

 

Crucially, Russia has created unstable conditions in eastern Ukraine which will continue 

to be a threat to Russia’s immediate borders and for which Russia will need to respond. Finally, 
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in annexing Crimea, Russia has damaged its relations with the West for the foreseeable future, 

resulting in its long-term isolation: counterintuitive for a state which perceives itself as a long-

term actor. Thus, the actions taken in Ukraine prove to have been rational immediate steps, yet 

they were shortsighted and therefore irrational in the long-term as Russia moves towards its 

future. 
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